INTRODUCTION
While there have been several publications in the past considering the optimal combination of asset strategy and network planning for upper voltage levels under uncertain conditions [1, 2] , as well as different ways of generating time series for grid planning, the presented approach creates added value by merging these two fields to improve the electricity grid planning process.
Previous work proposed an optimised planning procedure under consideration of assets' condition [1] . It provides functional valid grid structures in terms of asset condition and asset capacity (induced by the load and feeder) by means of replacement, enforcement and expansion of physical network elements. In contrast the dynamics of market participants also allow the utilization of flexibilities in terms of demand side management, adaptation of regulation frameworks, storage technologies and market mechanisms. Earlier work lead to an agent based simulation framework [3] capable of providing time series based grid utilization analysis. The combination of both approaches in the scope of "Agent.GridPlan" project allows for an integrated assessment of structural and operational measures and thus will result in more realistic and optimal solutions for holistic target grid planning.
APPROACH
This contribution is integrating the previous approaches across all voltage levels in following steps:
1. Input: The provision of global market conditions is complemented by regulatory rules. The expected energy mixture in terms of installed capacity is projected into the future. Weather and supply tasks describe a set of actual load and feeder situation in a specific hour which have to be applied to the network system.
Analysis:
The usage of the actual network in terms of capacity, condition (age) and behaviour of market participants is analysed by means of agent-based-, asset-and power-flow simulation across all voltage levels using the input defined previously. The analysis leads to potential violations of the network capacities or asset conditions in a so called hotspot analysis.
Fitness Restoration:
An optimal network adaptation is proposed by optimization techniques to balance the resulting future grid between the options of curtailment or structural change (e.g. the addition of (innovative) assets).
Systems Results:
As an outcome the network planner is able to prioritize actions due to the probabilities of scenarios. Furthermore, he is able to compare the real network behaviour with the forecasted situations.
RESULTS
The Integration of the approaches has led to first results: The resulting planning & forecasting system across the voltage levels is shown in Figure 1 . 
Findings on system's state of the art
The analysis stage (step 2) is based on the current state of the agent-based simulation tool for an optimal grid extension planning (SIMONA) developed among others by Technical University Dortmund. As described by [3] the current state of SIMONA focusses on the medium and low voltage levels.
The agent based programming paradigm is designed to divide a large and complex problem (like a detailed voltage level integrated time series based distribution grid simulation) into smaller problems, which can be modelled very easy. In particular it aims to represent individual goals of distinct individual entities in an environment, where the entities are able to alter their own goals and behaviours during a negotiation process with other individuals [4] . One example could be the low level modelling of every single distributed generation (DG) plant. As the simulation framework's ability evolves to a voltage level integrated time series based simulation from high to low voltage level, the number of participants to be modelled and therefore the computational effort raises. Already in this early stage of the "Agent.GridPlan" project it can be noted, that, due to the use of the java agent developing framework JADE [5], there is a certain competition between modelling simplicity and computational efficiency.
SIMONA is facing similar challenges considering the performance and scalability as presented in [6] . This challenge has to be addressed by innovative solutions to compute a large system in an acceptable time and with an acceptable computational effort. One possibility to reduce the computational effort and in consequence accelerate the simulation is identified in the way of modelling DG plants. A simplified extract of SIMONA's overall system concept is shown in Figure 2 . The DG agent communicates with a time agent, a market agent and a weather agent (all not depicted in Figure 2 ). The time agent announces the beginning of a time step and waits for the message of every grid agent, to ensure the load flow calculation of the given time step is finished. At the beginning of every time step the market agent informs all other agents about the current wholesale market price (spot market), whereas the weather agents broadcast information about the most relevant weather measures (solar irradiance, wind velocity and direction as well as temperature). All the described communication steps are performed by sending or receiving JADE messages. For further information on the overall system concept please refer to [1] , [7] - [8] .
The available level of detail of environmental data, among others, justifies that every single DG plant inherits the geo position from its point of common coupling. In
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CIRED 2017 3/5 consequence every DG plant (e.g. wind, photovoltaic panels, etc.) connected to the same node has the same geo location and therefore receives the same weather information. If every DG would be modelled as a distinct agent, the weather agent would send several messages containing the same information. In other words: no information surplus with more communicational effort. The increased message traffic would have a large impact on the run-time, if the SIMONA tool should be executed in parallel on distinct machines The interexchange over an added physical network would slow the overall performance. Even if the tool is running on a single machine, the same effects as presented in [6] are observable. To improve performance it is proposed to create only one DG agent per node that aggregates the functionality of several DG agents at the specific node. Hence, the new DG agent receives time, weather and market information. Following, it provides the sum of generated power to the environment. A new feature of this agent concept is a combination of intrinsic mathematical models, representing different generation technologies (e.g. PV and CHP plants), in a single agent implementation. With this aggregation of different plants and plant technologies their potential individual market driven behaviour is not aggregated. Only the interface to their environment is bundled. This quantity reduction of agents, and therefore the communicational effort, enables a distributed execution of the multi agent simulation (MAS) on distinct machines. Moreover it reduces the memory and CPU usage on every client of the computation cluster and therefore accelerate the simulation time even if a simulation is running on a single machine.
A second potential for performance enhancement is identified in the coupling between network nodes and network participants. The SIMONA simulation environment models every network node as a distinct agent, whose main task is the determination of residual nodal powers for a distributed load flow calculation by negotiations with the connected load and DG agents. It receives messages of the DG and load agents containing information about the current power infeed or consumption and provides the latest nodal voltage magnitude, which could be used e.g. to adjust the reactive power infeed in dependency of the given nodal voltage (cf. [9] ). With raising voltage levels the nominal apparent power of DGs does also grow. Additionally special loads, like industrial consumers, often have specific requirements to voltage quality and to reliability. However, for grids at MV level or higher it might happen, that such significant consumers have a distinct point of common coupling, like a WEC farm being connected to the grid via its own secondary substation. From SIMONA's modelling point of view, this means that these node agents only need to communicate to a single load or DG agent. In that case there is no advantage in splitting up the different agent's functionalities. Here again a new aggregation stage is introduced.
The SIMONA user is given the possibility to choose up to which number of loads and DGs connected to a node their functionalities should be taken over by the node agent (cf. Figure 3 ). Those systems are further on called "offline systems", because they are no longer modelled as a distinct agent. As of now the agents' negotiations take place as an iterative process inside the node agent. By this the computational effort is further reduced, which helps in simulating a bigger amount of agents and thus enhances SIMONA's capabilities, which is now able to perform time series based network state analysis for bigger grids across several voltage levels. 
First results on system integration
With the improved version of SIMONA, the analysis simulations to investigate the grid performance are executed. To do so, the input parameters of stage one are bundled to several future scenarios that should be investigated. These scenarios and their parameters are mainly based on different forecasts to ensure a range of likely future developments (e.g. for each scenario for several years are generated. In the next step, these time series are taken to detect grid elements that will face critical situations in the future (e.g. violation of the (n-1)-criterion or an overload of a transformer). Not only the usage of time series identifies the critical situations, it also allows to determine the number of hours a violation of operational requirements and their exact occurrence. The result of this so called hotspot analysis are then used to optimize the existing grid.
As a third step of the proposed approach, a fitness restoration of the investigated grid is performed. To do so, the determined hotspots (critical grid elements) are investigated in detail and a problem analysis of the critical situation is performed. Then, a predefined catalogue of measures is used to remove all critical situations. These predefined actions are a user specific catalogue of operational (e.g. curtailment of the feed of RES) as well as structural (e.g. addition of (innovative) assets) possibilities to improve fitness of the grid. They have to be defined at the beginning of the optimization process.
The described optimization process not only restores the fitness of the grid but also estimates the expected costs resulting from the different operational and structural actions. Hence, an optimization problem with different restrictions (e.g. maximal costs allowed) is formulated and has to be solved.
As an outcome of the steps two and three, the network planner gets a full overview over the different scenarios, their impact on the grid utilization, possible issues that might occur in the investigated grid in the next years as well as a possible solution to prevent them. Furthermore, information about the estimated costs, depending on the considered scenario and the different operational actions and structural changes. These results will be accessible via a user interface which allows analytical visualization of simulated data even in big grids with large volumes of measures (e.g. load factors) in a multidimensional fashion. The values of resulting measures are represented directly using appropriate colour schemes or are accessible in dedicated views (e.g. load duration curves for individual assets). A schematic overview on the described four stage approach is presented in Figure 5 . 
CONCLUSION
This paper presents an approach to enhance the distribution grid planning process while taking into account multiple voltage levels. With the widely discussed emerging volatility of grid loading and increasing (market oriented) interaction of distribution grid participants, the need for sophisticated, cross-voltage grid state analysis arises. Such a detailed analysis can be carried out by a time series based multi agent simulation, which will produce a huge amount of data from which information have to be extracted. To achieve an optimal distribution grid planning process those resulting information have to be processed further, to derive adequate measures. Those steps can hardly be performed in a manual way.
The project "Agent.GridPlan" develops an approach for assisting distribution grid planners by integrating the agent-based grid analysis and simulation tool SIMONA and an optimized decision making process into an interactive system. The tool is either be capable of deriving adequate measures from sophisticated grid state analysis, as well as of giving a powerful visualisation module. Hence planning engineers would be able to understand given complex interdependencies and their resulting consequences.
The developed approach enables network planners to improve their network planning process due to  multiple voltage level analysis in one step,  consideration of different scenarios over multiple years,  automatic optimization of the critical situations in the grid via a pre-defined measure catalogue with operational and structural actions,  estimated costs of the different actions depending on the scenario and its occurrence which allows a financial evaluation as well as  a state-of-the-art and user-friendly interface.
OUTLOOK
With the systems' integration and functionality enhancement some major challenges arise. With emerging voltage levels the number of network participants has to be taken into account. Thus the bidirectional interaction between market-oriented load and feed in systems with a wholesale market needs to be represented. The higher amount of individuals that have to be simulated also challenges computational and data efficiency. Here, adequate solutions have to be found in order to keep the simulation time and computational requirements in an acceptable size. As already mentioned, the planning engineer is challenged in analysing the gathered information. Here a suitable solution for human machine interaction has to be found.
